
XANTOS™



The design philosophy of Xantos is bold, but 

simple—create a line of chairs that commands 

a presence without being ostentatious. Xantos 

accomplishes this by combining a pure and 

honest aesthetic with intuitive comfort systems.
Xantos’ dual nature is evidenced in its details. 

Molded, cast aluminum on the base and lower  

outer backrest makes a strong impression. 

Meanwhile, the meticulously detailed seat creates an 

effect that’s at once exquisite and approachable.

Xantos is direct, yet dynamic—a 
high-quality chair with a character 
as striking as it is beautiful. 

Highly aesthetic with  
                   a congenial streak.
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Xantos KX2727 mid-back: black mesh, Fame FA01 
black seat, polished aluminum; shown with Fluent® 
desking and storage.



Contemporary. Classic. Xantos. 
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mid-back chair

synchro-tilt mechanism

choice of adjustable   
 arms, loop arms or 
armless*

hard double casters 
(standard)

soft double casters 
(optional)

active seat depth  
adjustment (Astiv)*

model KX2727  
 (with adjustable arms) 
model KX272704  
 (with loop arms) 
model KX272  
 (armless)

mid-back chair

synchro-tilt mechanism

choice of adjustable   
 arms, loop arms or 
armless*

hard double casters 
(standard)

soft double casters 
(optional)

adjustable lumbar support  
(Air-Pressure Technology)**

active seat depth  
adjustment (Astiv)**

model KX2627  
 (with adjustable arms) 
model KX262704  
 (with loop arms) 
model KX262  
 (armless)

39 1/2" to 44" h  
26" w  
26" d

39 1/2" to 44" h  
26" w  
26" d
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cantilever side chair

tubular steel frame

black felt glides  
(optional)

stackable

Mesh back: 
model KX570 

Upholstered back: 
model KX560

35 5/8" h 
24 5/8" w  
24 3/4" d

 –  All chairs available with mesh, leather or upholstered 
backrest. Aluminum base & frame in black, brilliant silver 
or polished aluminum.

 * Adjustable arms available with optional leather arm caps.
** Optional features.
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Xantos KX2727 mid-back: black mesh, Exclusive 
leather 1777 white, polished aluminum; shown with 
Fluent® desking and storage.



The perfect combination of form and function.
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Intuitive Controls 

Xantos’ simple design philosophy carries through to the intuitive 

adjustments. The self-explanatory controls are not only clearly 

marked with simple diagrams, but also logically placed and 

easy to reach without getting up or going under the chair. 

Versatile Looks 
Xantos chairs are available with a variety of options and color 

combinations to complement any office environment. Choose from 

loop or adjustable arm styles. Get the backrest in plain or checkered 

mesh, or upholstered.

Synchronous Movement 

The patented synchronous mechanism provides synchronized 

seat-to-back movement in a two-to-one ratio as you lean 

back. This facilitates better breathing and circulation, and 

maintains optimum back support in every seated posture.
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Xantos KX570: plain and checkered pattern black 
mesh, Exclusive leather 1777 white, chrome finish; 
shown with Fluent® occasional tables.



 A unit of Kimball International
1600 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47549
 800.482.1818
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www.kimballoffice.com

XANTOS

Poetry in motion.

“Xantos is honesty, self-conception, high quality. 

It displays a presence without being ostentatious. 

Direct yet dynamic, perfect simplicity, Xantos is 

reminiscent of the old school of German design. 

A straight forward thinking person will take a seat, 

regard the working world with no frills and will only 

consider what is really important.”

—REINER MOLL, MOLL DESIGN FOUNDER AND PRODUCT DESIGNER

In our manufacturing processes, material choices and product designs, Kimball Office shows a strident commitment 

to sustainable goals. To that end, Xantos may contribute to LEED® credits. Please refer to our Environmental Data 

Sheets, located on www.kimballoffice.com, for specific details. Xantos meets all of the IAQ testing requirements for 

Indoor Advantage Gold Certification from SCS (Scientific Certification Systems).

For full details—including additional features and options, surface materials, and specification and CAD 

information—visit www.kimballoffice.com.

Further discovery:

Sustainability:
certi�ed by SCS


